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Abstract. With increasing reliance on multi-core parallel computing
performance is evermore dominated by interprocessor data communica-
tion typically provided by last level cache (LLC) shared between CPUs.
In an 8 core 3.6 GHz desktop using multiple local searches, the Magpie
parameter tuning genetic improvement (GI) system was able to reduce
L3 cache access (load + stores) four fold on an existing open source 7000
line C PARSEC parallel computing VIPS image benchmark.
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1 Introduction

The computing industry grew up in the presence of Moore’s Law [1] ensuring in
the early days software producers could always access more powerful computers
by the time their programs were ready for release. The days of clock speeds
doubling every two years are long gone, however silicon chip manufactures are
using the still increasing number of transistors to pack more processing cores
and larger cache memory onto their devices. This will continue into the foresee-
able future with more cores becoming available and so increasing importance of
communications between CPUs. Excluding specialised hardware, such as FPGAs
and GPUs, many current parallel applications communicate between CPUs via
shared memory. In multi-core silicon chips this can be highly effective. However
modern CPUs run far faster than main memory and a complex hierarchy of
cache memory is needed to try to keep data close to the individual computing
engines. In many parallel multi-threaded applications the last level cache (LLC)
is shared between cores and provides the main communication between threads
running on different CPUs within the same chip. In most cases control of the
cache hierarchy remains proprietary. Although cache memory will increase in
size, it will remain both the main bottleneck limiting performance for many ap-
plications and outside programmer control. We show genetic improvement can
in principle be used to automatically tune open source software to minimise use
of the shared LLC cache, obtaining a 4.0× reduction, without deep access to the
operating system or inner workings of the silicon chip.

PARSEC (Princeton Application Repository for Shared-Memory Computers)
is a benchmark suite of parallel computing programs, which focuses on emerging
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32 GigaBytes off chip computer RAM memory

Core 0 Core 1 Core 3Core 2

Level 2 cache Level 2 cache Level 2 cache Level 2 cache

Last Level Cache (LLC, 8 Mbytes)

InstructionData 1 InstructionData 1 InstructionData 1 InstructionData 1

Fig. 1. Schematic of three level on-chip cache hierarchy. The last level (here
level 3) cache is by far the largest on chip cache. (In our desktop each data
and instruction L1 cache is 32 Kbytes, L2 each 256 Kbytes and the LLC (L3)
is 8 Mbytes.) As well as interfacing with off chip memory, LLC also provides
communication between the compute cores (just 4 cores are shown).

workloads [2, page 73]. It includes VIPS [3], which is an image processing library
written in C. We selected the VIPS thumbnail image processing benchmark as
it is multi-threaded and can be easily scaled to cover the critical size of modern
chip caches. Indeed we use the Linux perf tool to measure its cache use during its
multi-threaded generation of a small “thumbnail” image from an image exceeding
the cache size (see Figure 2 https://github.com/wblangdon/vips). To avoid
potentially complicated trade-offs between cache, image size and image quality
(available in much more complicated image formats such as JPEG), for both
images we use non-compressed P6 raster scan full colour images (see Section 7.3)
and insist the mutated code produces identical output.

Fig. 2. 128×96 thumbnail image generated by VIPS.

In Section 3 we describe our use of the Magpie [4] genetic improvement sys-
tem to simultaneously tune application specific parameters, compiler and linker
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options, and the VIPS C source code. The VIPS benchmark is detailed in Sec-
tion 4. Whilst Section 5 describes how we use the Linux perf API to measure
last level cache LLC usage and measures to combat noise. Section 6 shows in
many cases Magpie is able to reduce cache usage by on average 75% (±4%). In
the discussion (Section 7) we note that, amongst other changes, most successful
mutations involved VIPS application parameters and (in Section 7.2) run and re-
port additional experiments just tuning them. Section 7.3 summarises the VIPS
thumbnail code and proposes an explanation for why Magpie’s patches work.
We conclude (Section 8) that despite noise, Magpie can find a single parameter
change which reduces LLC cache use four fold. But first we give the background.

2 Background

Until recently genetic improvement (GI) [5,6] has applied genetic program-
ming (GP) [7,8,9], to existing human written software, however in principle any
optimisation technique, such as search-based software engineering [10], Gram-
matical Evolution [11]–[14], Novelty Search [15], Fuzzy Systems [16], or AI [17]–[20],
can be used. Recently Magpie [4] has shown the power of local search in GI [21,22,23].
Already genetic improvement has been applied to automatic porting [5], trans-
planting code [24,25] code optimisation [26,27], including JavaScript [28] and
Clang LLVM IR intermediate code [29,30], hardware design [31], automatic soft-
ware testing [14] and cryptographic code [32]. Genetic improvement has been
demonstrated on GPU applications [33]––[36] including BarraCUDA [37], the
first GI code to be accepted into actual use [38]. At EuroGP’19 [39] we showed
GI could also speed up parallel CPU code. The resulting GIed RNAfold [40]
was accepted into production and like the GI version of BarraCUDA has been
downloaded many thousands of times (for example [41]).

Previously we [42] showed GP optimising L1 cache but L1 is much more
tightly bound to the CPU running the application (see Figure 1) and in half the
cases we were unable to find an improvement. Jimenez et al. [43] use a genetic
algorithm (GA) to improve the LLC cache but their approach is to improve
future generic cache designs rather than improving specific multi-core applica-
tions. Klinkenberg et al. [44] describe H2M which is a heuristic tool for managing
data placement in complex memory architectures in high performance computers
(HPC, i.e. super computers). However, they use fixed hand made heuristics and
are concerned only with runtime rather than seeking to show evolution can in
general optimise last level cache (LLC) use by application software. They agree
that managing diverse memory in parallel computing environments by hand is
hard and yet will become increasingly important. Cloud White [45] is a tool for
monitoring LLC contention between different customers’ virtual machines (VMs)
when they run on the same multi-core cloud computer server. Pons et al. [45]
claim low overhead, but Cloud White is a black-box tool for monitoring Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) rather than an optimisation tool. Whereas Clite [46] uses
Bayesian Optimization to try to get the best mix of existing VMs rather than
optimising individual applications.
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3 Magpie

MAGPIE (Machine automated general performance improvement via evolution
of software) [4] is a freely available genetic improvement system written in
Python1 and designed to be applied to software written in any programming
language. The current release was downloaded from GitHub2. Magpie is well
documented. For example, its GitHub pages include examples and tutorials. Also
there is a more formal description [4]. Although we have used GI to optimise
both code and parameters before [47], Magpie is unique in being a general ge-
netic improvement framework that can optimise simultaneously parameters and
any programming language. Parameters to be optimised might be, for exam-
ple: constants3, program command line and execution parameters (Section 4.2)
and/or compiler options (Section 4.3). While much existing GI work has been
based on lines of source code (which Magpie also supports), we use its ability to
work with source code at the compiler’s AST level by using XML trees.

4 PARSEC VIPS Thumbnail Benchmark

The VIPS image processing library was downloaded as part of PARSEC 3.0 from
GitHub4. PARSEC as a whole is enormous, even the VIPS source library (sub
directory pkgs/apps/vips/· · ·/src/libvips) contains more than 90 000 lines of
code (mostly C source code).

4.1 Profiling VIPS thumbnail, targeting C code, generating XML

As mentioned in the introduction, we chose the VIPS thumbnail benchmark
from the VIPS library. vipsthumbnail.exe was compiled and linked following
the VIPS installation documentation and profiled using the Linux perf profil-
ing utility (perf version 3.10.0) operating at its maximum sampling frequency
(40 000 Hz). perf collected data from ten runs with a variety of number of con-
current threads (–vips-concurrency). In all cases run time was dominated by
the shrink gen function. Remember VIPS is essentially a library, most of which
is not used by an individual application. To extricate the important code used
by vipsthumbnail.exe, we took the union of functions in the hierarchical call of
shrink gen and any function sampled by perf. This gave us 37 .c source files con-
taining 10 829 lines of C code. Notice this is not the whole of the VIPS thumbnail
benchmark, it is still necessary to link to the libvips.so shared object library, but
the 37 files do contain important code which we wish Magpie to optimise. A fur-
ther filtering operation was done to select just the functions that are used during

1 We use Python 3.10.1
2 https://github.com/bloa/magpie (last update before submission 2 October 2023)
3 Our work evolving 50 000 parameters for RNAfold’s free energy minimisation algo-

rithm [48] and evolving 512 floating point values to convert the GNU C square root
function into other functions [49], was done before Magpie was available.

4 https://github.com/bamos/parsec-benchmark Version 3.0 for 64-bit x86
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fitness testing (Section 5), reducing the 37 files to a total of 7 328 lines of code.
These were converted to XML using scrml version 1.0.0 and made available to
Magpie to tune.

4.2 VIPS thumbnail parameters

The VIPS thumbnail benchmark allows up to 12 command line parameters, how-
ever some of these change the output. Excluding these, left five (vips-concurrency,
vips-tile-width, vips-tile-height, vips-thinstrip-height and vips-

fatstrip-height) all of which were made available via a parameter file to Mag-
pie to tune. Magpie starts its search from the default values.

4.3 GCC compiler and linker options

The GNU compiler/linker version 10.2.1 has several hundred command line
options. Rather than use them all, we selected those that appear in the in-
stallation scripts for VIPS plus some commonly used compilation options. For
each, we set the default to the value used in the VIPS installation process
but allowed Magpie the full range of allowed values. For example, VIPS uses
-O2, so by default Magpie uses -O2. Although -O3 is available to Magpie, it
was not used in the successful patches (Section 6). GCC options available to
Magpie to tune are: -fPIC -O -DNDEBUG -fvisibility -std=c99 -msse4.1

-fno-exceptions -ffat-lto-objects -flto -fno-strict-aliasing -fopenmp

-fstack-protector -fstack-protector-strong -ftree-vectorize -g -m64

-mtune=generic -nostdlib --param=ssp-buffer-size -pipe -std=c++11

-std=c++98

4.4 Magpie local search parameters

Due to the noisy nature of LLC cache usage, Magpie was run 100 times but each
run was allowed only 100 local search steps. Otherwise the Magpie defaults,
such as default time out for fitness evaluation (30 seconds) and limit on output
generated during fitness testing (10 000 bytes), were used.

Almost the full suite of Magpie’s XML mutation operators were enabled:
literal numbers, StmtReplacement, StmtInsertion, StmtDeletion, Comparison-
OperatorSetting, ArithmeticOperatorSetting, NumericSetting, RelativeNumer-
icSetting.

Magpie keeps track of the C source code it has mutated (via XML) and so
only the mutated C code needs to be recompiled. In contrast, if the compiler
command line is changed, all 37 C source files must be recompiled.

The mutated vipsthumbnail.exe was run with a command line generated by
Magpie from the five variable VIPS thumbnail command line parameters (see
Section 4.2).
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5 Fitness Function

The experiments were run on a standard networked Centos 7 desktop. Even
when apparently idle, it has more than two hundred active Linux processes, all
of which use the LLC cache. LLC cache measurements are noisy (see, for ex-
ample, Figure 4. We used the Linux perf tool’s API to measure cache usage
during the critical multi-threaded image processing operations which create the
thumbnail5. This allows us to isolate it from mundane operations, like process-
ing the command line and reading and writing the image files. However initial
experiments to reduce noise by placing the LLC cache in a defined state before
starting perf measurements were unsuccessful. Instead the unmutated code was
used as a reference and fitness is based on running it and then running the mu-
tant as soon as possible, then setting fitness to the (signed) difference between
their cache usage. Unfortunately even this paired approach is still quite noisy.
(LLC measurements for the original unmutated code show that the coefficient
of variation is 14%.) Indeed Section 6 suggests Figure 4) shows running original
and mutant as a pair failed to eliminate fitness cache measurement noise.

To summarise there are multiple aspects of a mutation’s fitness: 1) If Magpie
mutated one or more XML files (Sections 4.1 and 4.4) or it changed the GCC
options (Section 4.3), do the C source files still compile and link without error,
2) Does the mutant program run ok with the possibly mutated command line
(Section 4.2), 3) Does it, within the two second timeout, produce an output
file6, 4) Is the output identical, 5) Finally, fitness is the number of LLC cache
accesses by the reference program minus that of the mutant (remember Magpie
minimises fitness). If any of the tests 1)–4) fail, Magpie discards the mutation.

6 Results

Magpie was run one hundred times on an otherwise idle 8 core 3.6 GHz Intel
i7-4790 networked desktop with an 8 Mbyte LLC (L3) cache. Each time Magpie
was allowed up to one hundred search steps (see Figure 3). The whole 100 runs
took less than five hours, cf. horizontal axis in Figure 5. Mean Magpie run time
2:47 minutes:seconds each.

Figure 3 plots the training fitness of patches during each run. 38 Magpie runs
terminated early and did not produce a best of run patch (black ◦). Figure 3
splits the remaining 62 Magpie runs into 21 + whose best of run patch failed to
generalise and 41 × where it did (see also Figures 4 and 5). Figure 3 shows by half
way through, runs whose best patch will generalise are doing better (remember
we are minimising) than the others, whose fitness tends to be scattered about the
mean performance of the original C code (cf. 100% on vertical axis in Figure 3).
(In an effort to deal with noise, Magpie by default, performs three warmup fitness

5 There is a vipsthumbnail command line option to allow the user to control the num-
ber of threads used during thumbnail image creation: –vips-concurrency, Section 4.2.

6 The Linux limit filesize command can be used to restrict the total size of files
generated but this was not necessary in these experiments.
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Fig. 3. 100 runs minimising last level cache accesses (load + stores) during
multiple threaded processing reducing 3264×2448 image (23 970 833 bytes) to
128×96 (Figure 2). 38 runs did not complete ◦, 21 produced poor patches +,
41 reduced LLC cache usage 4.0 fold ×. See also Figures 4 and 5.

evaluations before commencing its search, hence in Figure 3 the horizontal axis
starts at -2 rather than 1.)

To counter over fitting and measure out-of-sample performance, the 62 best
of run patches each were individually tested again 100 times. As with fitness
testing (Section 5), each test consists of executing the reference unmutated code
and the mutant as a pair, measuring their cache usage and checking the mutant
still produces identical output. Figure 4 shows the cache use of the original code
(x-axis) and of the mutant (y-axis). Notice noisy scatter of the data. Figure 4
(blue dots top) shows 21 mutants failed to give an improvement when run again.
Their individual performance is pretty close to that of the original code (cf. the
diagonal line in Figure 4). Indeed the noise is also similar, giving rise to the
approximately circular pattern at the top of Figure 4). Also note the circular
pattern indicates little correlation between the two measurements, suggesting
the pairing of the reference and mutated code is ineffective at noise suppres-
sion in this case. Which hints that any pattern (if any) in the noise takes place
faster than the < 30 milliseconds between running the reference and mutated
programs. In contrast 41 patches, despite the noise, always give better perfor-
mance. (Plotted as red dots in the lower part of Figure 4.) Although each of the
41 patches is in detail different, their performance are remarkably similar and
each gives a ≈ 4.0× reduction in LLC cache usage, Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. 100 Magpie runs. Mean + and estimated standard deviation (error bars)
of last level cache (LLC) use of the 41 good best of run patches found by Magpie
(average of one hundred samples, cf. Figure 4). The horizontal axis shows when
each patch was reported. The first successful mutant (left most) was found by
Magpie after 2:42 minutes:seconds.
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7 Follow up Experiment: Optimising VIPS parameters

7.1 Types of improvement found in 41 successful Magpie runs

In the best of run mutants in the 41 runs which produced good patches there
were between 1 and 10 individual changes (mean 4.9, total 201). There are only
15 GCC command line changes, none of which seem related to optimisation. For
example, -O is not used. This may be because the available compiler and linker
options aim to reduce the time taken for computation rather than data access.
In contrast, all but two of the 41 patches tune one or more VIPS application
parameters. Similarly, all but one of these 41 mutations changes one or more
C source code files. In total there are: 8 C code insertions, 9 replacements and
23 statement deletions. Of the “smaller” code mutations, there are 20 arithmetic
operator and 24 comparison changes, 27 direct changes to numbers and 30 rela-
tive changes (e.g. increasing by 50%). And 60 GCC or VIPS parameter changes.
It is difficult to evaluate all the code changes but some appear not to matter as,
despite removing whole unused functions before running Magpie (Section 4.1)
they change code that is not executed or make a syntax change but the code
semantics are unchanged, e.g. replace 0 by (0/2). Table 1 further summarises
the 201 genes from the successful patches by mutation type and C source file.

7.2 Optimising vips-thinstrip-height and vips-fatstrip-height

From the top of Table 1 it is clear that VIPS parameter tuning stands out
amongst the changes in the 41 successful Magpie runs. Therefore a second set
of Magpie experiments were run to optimise LLC cache use by tuning only
the two VIPS application parameters which occurred in almost all of the 41
successful mutants found in Section 6. Magpie was set up identically except: the
GCC command line arguments and XML files and XML mutations were not
used. Only vips-thinstrip-height and vips-fatstrip-height where included in the
Magpie VIPS parameters. As before Magpie started from their default values
(1 and 16 respectively) and again for both Magpie chose integer mutation values
uniformly at random from the range 1 to 1200. Since it was no longer necessary
to compile and link each mutant, Magpie runs were much faster (18.5 seconds).

In these final Magpie runs, the search space is greatly reduced, from effec-
tively infinite to [1200]2 (1 440 000). With 100 runs, each with up to 100 samples,
in total Magpie was able to approximately sample the search space (see Figure 6).
The combined sampling suggests that vips-thinstrip-height correlates well with
LLC cache usage. Therefore Figure 7 concentrates upon it. Figure 6 shows val-
ues above vips-thinstrip-height = 6 simply scatter about the mean7 and so they
are omitted from Figure 7). Instead their mean is plotted with a horizontal line
in Figure 7. Allowing for the noise, Figure 7 suggests a monotonic reduction in
LLC usage as vips-thinstrip-height is increased from its default value 1 and that
vips-thinstrip-height ≥ 6 gives a 4.0 fold reduction in LLC use.
7 Although Table 2 suggests a slight downward trend in perf last level cache LLC

measurements with increasing vips-thinstrip-height, this is not visible in Figure 6,
which includes both vips-thinstrip-height and vips-fatstrip-height.
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Table 1. Distribution of 201 genes in the 41 best of run Magpie patches. The
table is sorted by frequency, most important first, and is read left to right in row
order. Thus VIPS thumbnail command line parameters and GCC compilation
switches are mixed with source code arithmetic constants and XML changes.
The numbers give each gene’s frequency.

Type parameter name/file Type parameter name/file

VIPS vips-thinstrip-height 39 Arith XML im shrink.c.xml 10
Arith XML im guess prefix.c.xml 7 Arith XML threadpool.c.xml 6
Arith XML rw mask.c.xml 5 Arith XML memory.c.xml 5
Arith XML im vips2ppm.c.xml 5 Arith XML im prepare.c.xml 5
Arith XML im demand hint.c.xml 5 Arith XML format.c.xml 5
XML im demand hint.c.xml 4 XML check.c.xml 4
Arith XML time.c.xml 4 Arith XML im embed.c.xml 4
Arith XML check.c.xml 4 Arith XML buffer.c.xml 4
XML window.c.xml 3 XML meta.c.xml 3
XML im init world.c.xml 3 VIPS vips-tile-width 3
VIPS vips-fatstrip-height 3 GCC -fstack-protector 3
Arith XML object.c.xml 3 Arith XML init.c.xml 3
Arith XML im conv.c.xml 3 Arith XML im affine.c.xml 3
Arith XML debug.c.xml 3 XML time.c.xml 2
XML region.c.xml 2 XML interpolate.c.xml 2
XML init.c.xml 2 XML im guess prefix.c.xml 2
XML debug.c.xml 2 GCC -mtune=generic 2
GCC -ftree-vectorize 2 GCC -fopenmp 2
Arith XML window.c.xml 2 Arith XML util.c.xml 2
Arith XML region.c.xml 2 Arith XML rect.c.xml 2
Arith XML im open.c.xml 2 Arith XML im copy.c.xml 2
Arith XML im close.c.xml 2 XML util.c.xml 1
XML semaphore.c.xml 1 XML object.c.xml 1
XML memory.c.xml 1 XML im vips2ppm.c.xml 1
XML im prepare.c.xml 1 XML im copy.c.xml 1
XML im convsep f.c.xml 1 XML im convsep.c.xml 1
XML im affine.c.xml 1 XML buffer.c.xml 1
GCC -m64 1 GCC -g 1
GCC -fvisibility 1 GCC -fstack-protector-strong 1
GCC -fno-strict-aliasing 1 GCC -flto 1
Arith XML sinkdisc.c.xml 1 Arith XML semaphore.c.xml 1
Arith XML interpolate.c.xml 1
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7.3 vips-thinstrip-height

This section tries to explain Magpie’s results in terms of the VIPS application.
Two dimensional images, such as photographs, are usually laid out on disk and
in memory as rows of consecutive pixels. Starting at the left of the top edge and
moving along it to the right edge and then moving down to the left hand edge
of the second row. This pattern is repeated, working left to right across each
row and progressively down the image until we reach the right hand end of its
bottom row.

Although it is now common place for computers to have enough main RAM
memory to store uncompressed the whole image, often images are too big to fit
into the cache. For example, excluding metadata, a full colour P6 (3 bytes per
pixel) 3264×2448 image occupies 3 × 3264 × 2448 = 23 970 816 bytes, whereas
these experiments were run on a computer with a LLC cache of 8 388 608 bytes.
At more than 7000 lines of deeply nested [50] multi-threaded code, it is difficulty
to be exactly sure which actions impact the LLC cache and in which ways.
However, to exploit multi-threading, the VIPS library (ignoring small overlaps
and edge effects) divides the input image into equal sized rectangular tiles. These
are processed by separate threads and so random timing effects mean that they
are processed in a different order in different runs, but they approximately follow
the left to right top to bottom ordering normally used for image processing. The
tiles are 128 pixels (384 bytes) wide. Depending upon alignment, they occupy
6 or 7, 64 byte cache lines. With the default value of vips-thinstrip-height (1),
they are 1 pixel high, so for our 3264×2448 example each row takes d3264/128e =
26 (25.5) tiles, and there are a total of 63 648 tiles.

On average, see Figure 4 and Table 2, processing the image takes 2161 LLC
cache accesses. 1909 are LLC cache loads, the rest are LLC cache stores. Meaning
on average each LLC cache load access fetches 12 600 bytes of the image. What
appears to be happening is the LLC cache is asked for 26 tiles of data. These
occupy 9 9792 bytes (depending upon alignment, this is 153 or 155 cache lines).
Even though these data requests arrive at different times from different threads,
the cache hierarchy appears to be able to consolidate these into a single LLC
access. (9 9792 is within 28% of the average LLC cache load size. See column 9
in top row of Table 2.) When these data arrive, the 8 threads are able to process
the 26 tiles and then request data for the next row (again 153 or 155 cache lines).
It is not clear why the cache hierarchy is able to consolidate requests for 25.5
tiles but not for multiple rows.

When vips-thinstrip-height is increased to 2, the VIPS tiles are increased
from 128×1 to 128×2 pixels (again ignoring overlaps). Again depending upon
alignment, each tile now occupies 12 or 14 cache lines. and the number of LLC
cache read accesses falls on average to 924, i.e. 25 900 bytes each. This roughly
doubling of the mean size of data per LLC cache load is consistent with the idea
that the cache hierarchy is able to consolidate 26 scattered request for cache
reads but something about reading the end of two rows of consecutive bytes
prevents further consolidation.
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Table 2 shows as vips-thinstrip-height is increased to 3, 4, 5 and 6, the aver-
age number of bytes fetched per LLC load access increases and remains approx-
imately the same as the size of one row of tiles. I.e., the last but one column in
Table 2 remain near 1.0.

Although vips-thinstrip-height can be increased above 6, from Table 2 it is
clear that this has only a small effect. It may be the VIPS code itself places
a limit on the tile height. Alternatively the computer’s RAM and/or the cache
hierarchy may limit pre-fetch sizes to 64 Kbytes (65 536 bytes), cf. column 6 in
Table 2. Above vips-thinstrip-height=96 (a magic number for VIPS’ tile height)
there appear to be no further reductions.

It is clear that the interaction between vips-thinstrip-height and the LLC is
noisy and complicated but its interaction with internal VIPS tile height seems
like a reasonable first step at explaining how it works and why vips-thinstrip-
height stands out in Magpie’s “hands clean” optimisation.

Table 2. Mean impact on last level cache LLC of running the original code
using 8 threads with various values of –vips-thinstrip-height (column 1) 100
times. Numbers in brackets are estimates of standard deviation, except last col-

umn where () indicates standard error in the calculation of mean LLC load size
rows size

(column 9 = column 6 divided by column 8.)

thinstrip LCC loads stores load bytes rows bytes Ratio

1 1909 (290) 252 (22) 12600 (1910) 9792 1.28 (0.020)
2 924 (191) 188 (19) 25900 (5340) 19584 1.32 (0.027)
3 764 (113) 173 (13) 31400 (4650) 29376 1.07 (0.016)
4 609 (108) 166 (13) 39300 (7010) 39168 1.00 (0.018)
5 578 (89) 165 (13) 41500 (6360) 48960 0.85 (0.013)
6 477 (92) 155 (12) 50200 (9690) 58752 0.85 (0.017)
7 450 (84) 152 (12) 53200 (9870) 68544 0.78 (0.014)
8 447 (82) 152 (12) 53700 (9830) 78336 0.69 (0.013)
9 455 (74) 151 (12) 52700 (8540) 88128 0.60 (0.010)

10 432 (80) 147 (12) 55500 (10230) 97920 0.57 (0.010)
20 424 (93) 149 (14) 56600 (12450) 195840 0.29 (0.006)
40 410 (81) 145 (11) 58500 (11580) 391680 0.15 (0.003)
60 371 (69) 145 (12) 64500 (11950) 587520 0.11 (0.002)
80 383 (75) 148 (12) 62600 (12250) 783360 0.08 (0.002)
96 341 (62) 145 (11) 70200 (12840) 940032 0.07 (0.001)

100 353 (72) 146 (11) 67800 (13830) 979200 0.07 (0.001)
500 350 (84) 146 (12) 68500 (16370) 4896000 0.01 (0.000)

1000 345 (61) 146 (11) 69400 (12340) 9792000 0.01 (0.000)
1500 345 (57) 145 (12) 69400 (11450) 14688000 0.00 (0.000)
2000 364 (75) 144 (10) 65900 (13580) 19584000 0.00 (0.000)
2448 342 (57) 146 (10) 70000 (11560) 23970816 0.00 (0.000)
2500 347 (64) 146 (11) 69000 (12640) 23970816 0.00 (0.000)
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8 Conclusions

We have shown an “off the shelf” genetic improvement (GI) system Magpie [4]
using multiple hill climbing runs can automatically tune a standard parallel
processing benchmark to reduce four fold its use of last level cache (LLC) on
modern multi-core computers.

The VIPS image processing thumbnail benchmark is representative of a large
class of parallel processing programs. Its multi-processing is based on POSIX
pthreads, which is heavily used in multi-core applications. Although we expect
continued growth of hybrid computers which off load significant computation
to accelerators (e.g. GPU [51], TPUs [52], FPGAs [53]), we expect they will
remain hard to program effectively and so they may remain the preserve of
artificial intelligence (AI) deep artificial neural networks [54], e.g. for training
large language models (LLMs) and specific domains such as astronomy [55] and
bioinformatics [56]. Instead we anticipate mundane applications will continue to
be run on multi-core computers. To get the best of their increasing numbers of
cores will require, not just optimising the code, but also increasingly optimising
data communication. However it appears (cf. Section 7.1) existing compilers
optimise computation not data access (“Compilers are not good at managing
caches” [57, p44]). Therefore new tools will be needed [58] to make effective use of
complex proprietary hardware cache hierarchies, whose operation is invisible to
the user level programmer. By taking a “hands off” approach Magpie may be able
to help programmers by optimising for them the last level cache which provides
high bandwidth inter-core communication, which will be increasingly needed in
what promises to be the dominant domain for future software development.
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